This paper analyzes the existing connection rearrangement in mobile telephony systems with implemented VAMOS techniques. The main objective of rearrangement application is to decrease connection unpairing loss when there is exactly one idle traffic subchannel (OSC) in the system. The rearrangement technique was well-known in old multistage switching systems, where it contributed to traffic loss decrease. It is proved in this paper that connection loss probability due to pairing inability is decreased when rearrangement is implemented. Connection realization is improved in following cases: when offered traffic is greater, when allowed emission base station power difference between two paired OSCs in channels is smaller and when greater channel groups are implemented. Results are verified by computer simulation and illustrated by a numerical example.
INTRODUCTION
VAMOS technique is implemented in modern GSM cells to increase traffic capacity, i.e. to allow more connections realization. One limitation of this technique is inability to pair connections, whose downlink emission powers have too different intensity level, [1] , [2] . The pairing inability is caused by too great co-channel interference from the paired user, because each user receives his signal and the signal of the paired user, [3] . Co-channel interference has often influence on the outage probability in mobile systems, as also, for example, in systems analyzed in [4] . As a consequence of pairing inability in systems with implemented VAMOS technique, the new loss type appears, i.e. the loss due to pairing inability. This loss is increased by the loss due to the absence of idle subchannels (OSC), thus making total loss greater than the losses in the classical fully available group. Besides, the maximum number of unsuccessful pairing happens when there is only one idle OSC. This paper shows how much the probability of unsuccessful pairing may be decreased, if existing connections rearrangement is realized in the simplest case, i.e. when there is exactly one idle OSC and when the condition is established for exactly one of the already paired users.
The survey of previous results related to the application of VAMOS techniques is presented in Section 2. Basic concepts and designations, as well as the initial model parameters, necessary for the analysis in this paper, are emphasized in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 show baseline of pairing (Section 4) and rearrangement (Section 5), as the processes of VAMOS connection realization. Section 6 presents mathematical model which is designed to estimate unsuccessful pairing probability decrease as a consequence of rearrangement implementation. Presented model is illustrated by a numerical example in Section 7. An implemented simulation program is briefly described in Section 8. At the end, Section 9 is the conclusion of the paper.
EXISTING SOLUTIONS
Available literature, considering VAMOS systems, is not numerous. But, nevertheless, this technology is applicable to a significant extent in realized mobile systems, [5] , [6] , with the main goal to increase traffic capacity.
Approximately, VAMOS techniques implementation allows traffic capacity duplication when full rate VAMOS channels are applied, and it allows traffic capacity quadruplicating when half rate VAMOS channels are applied. A more precise analysis, which considers Erlang traffic model, is presented in [7] and illustrated in [8] . The results from these contributions prove that increase in traffic capacity due to user pairing is greater than the approximately estimated increase, when influence of traffic is considered. Different types of user pairing are explained in [9] , [10] . As for the applied order in seizing a completely idle channels and connection pairing in the channel with only one busy OSC, there are two pairing strategies, as it is emphasized in [11] : the first one is to pair all users, who may be paired (pure VAMOS) and the second one is to start pairing when some threshold of the number of busy channels without VAMOS implementation is reached. VAMOS implementation decreases mean necessary power per one active user, as it is analyzed in [12] . Although [12] is comprehensive consideration of user pairing, it does not explicitly emphasize some factors, which have influence on the pairing possibilities. These factors (user distance from the base station, user distribution in the base station cell and environmental attenuation factor (γ)) are indirectly analyzed (or, even, not analyzed). Rearrangement as a method of traffic resources efficiency improvement is analyzed in [13] , where it is proved that the implementation of this method decreases total traffic loss. Two possible strategies of rearrangement with their advantages and disadvantages are presented in [14] .
Generally speaking, implementation of various techniques for power saving in mobile communications systems is important and, even, mandatory request. Besides contribution to environment protection over the program of energy saving, called GREEN Radio, [15] , power control in mobile systems contributes to its more quality functioning, [16] .
MODEL, ASSUMPTIONS AND DESIGNATIONS
In this model, mobile cell is circular, with radius R. The control of emission power is implemented in a base station (BS) in the direction BS → MS. The distance between MS and BS is r, 0 ≤ r ≤ R. Signal attenuation is designated by a. To make model simple, it is considered that the received signal attenuation depends on the distance between MS and BS, a = ka·r γ , k a is coefficient of proportionality and γ is attenuation coefficient 2 ≤ γ ≤ 5, [17] . The number of MSs is M and the number of implemented traffic timeslots (traffic channels, TCH) is N. VAMOS techniques is implemented, i.e. each timeslot may be used by two telephone connections over two orthogonal subchannels (OSCs). Traffic (sub)channels are mainly used for telephone calls realization, which means that the request for a new connection that appears in a random moment must be realized in a short time interval, [18] , [19] . Total offered traffic (A) has constant intensity i.e. does not depend on system state. Service time, i.e. connection time, is random variable with negative exponential distribution. The mean connection time is tm = 1/μ, A = λ/μ = λ·t m , and λ is call intensity. It is supposed that pure VAMOS model is implemented, [1] , where all active subscribers use VAMOS techniques, i.e. the maximum attainable number of connections is N.
As the majority telephone serving systems, this one is also with loss. The only difference of this model comparing to Erlang model of full availability is in the case of pairing inability. When pairing is not possible, availability is limited, i.e. each user cannot seize each idle OSC. State probabilities in the considered VAMOS model are designated by P{j}, j = 0, 1,..., 2N−1, 2N, and the probability that all channels are busy is presented as P{2N}. Pairing probability without rearrangement is Pu, and with rearrangement Pr. The probability of pairing inability is Pn. Loss due to the lack of idle channels is designated by B=P{2N}. Difference in power, which is applied to users with different loss, is designated by Δ. The BS emission power to MS is designated by P, where Pmin ≤ P ≤ P max (P min is the emission power, sent to the nearest users and P max is the power, sent to the furthest users). Power control in BS is realized in 15 steps of 2 dB each, as represented in Fig. 1 , [20] , [21] . The cell part (ring), where the same power is intended for all users, is called area and designated by a1,..., a15. The probability that MS belongs to the area ai is designated by p i , i = 1,..., 15.
PAIRING
Pairing is process of a new telephone connection realization using idle OSC in one timeslot, if the other OSC in that timeslot is already busy. The main condition of successful pairing is that necessary emission power difference for paired connections is smaller or equal to the limiting allowed power, Δl. In practice allowed difference of emission power may be 4, 6, 8 or 10 dB, [10] , [22] . The main indicator of pairing effectiveness is (un)pairing probability. The successful pairing probability will be greater if Δl is greater. In hypothetical case of Δl increase towards value 30 dB, pairing probability becomes close to 1 and the model becomes close to classical Erlang model. It is obvious that unsuccessful pairing probability is the greatest for the smallest value of Δl, i.e. for Δl = 4 dB. Consequently, in focus of this research is the analysis how to decrease unsuccessful pairing probability when Δl = 4 dB.
REARRANGEMENT
The rearrangement is process of existing connection realization by new resources, and it is used in order to increase the traffic capacity. This technique is studied in the use of multistage switching in telecommunication centres, [23] . Using it, in order to realize new connections by currently engaged resources, a new path is looked for in a space multiplex of multi-stage switching system (rearrangeable networks) for the already established connections. Technically, rearrangeable networks in multistage switching systems are different from time channels in mobile cell, but the goal of rearrangement is the same in both cases.
The first step in existing VAMOS connection rearrangement is connection unpairing from individual traffic channels, followed by replacement of previously paired connection (seizing single channel) by two connections (each seizing entire traffic channel). This process of unpairing is called demultiplexing in [5] . The reasons for demultiplexing, according to [5] , are quality impairment of one or both connections in an established pair and instantaneous traffic load decrease. In the case that after some time traffic load is increased again, demultiplexed connections may be grouped newly in VAMOS pairs, whereby the paired connections do not have to be re-established between the same two previously paired users, but completely new combinations of paired users may be formed. In contrast to [5] , wherein the reduction of traffic load causes unpairing, and re-pairing may possibly occur if the traffic load increases later, this paper discusses a method of unpairing and, obligatory, repairing in order to prevent traffic loss of the newly created connection, which cannot be paired with an already established connection. Therefore, in principle, this paper analyzes the situation when by traffic load is increased, and the process of unpairing the existing VAMOS pair and a new pair forming is taking place one after the other, in a short period of time, without establishing a single connection in a channel.
USING REARRANGEMENT TO DECREASE UNSUCCESSFUL PAIRING PROBABILITY
Let us suppose that total unpairing probability is known. It includes the cases where there are 1, 2,..., N channels with unpaired OSCs, and there are no completely idle channels (with both idle OSCs), but allocation of busy OSCs in unpaired channels is such that new connection cannot be paired. The dominant influence on the unsuccessful pairing probability is related to the pairing attempt when there are 2N−1 realized connections, meaning that there is only one idle OSC in the system. In this paper is demonstrated how much is reduced the probability of unsuccessful pairing at the last idle OSC if connections rearrangement is applied in one timeslot to allow the seemingly impossible pairing. (Rearrangement procedure may be performed applying several signalization cycles, in a simpler way than in handover state, [20] . The prolonged time of connection setup due to rearrangement is negligible, i.e. imperceptible to the user.) Let us analyze a system where it is possible to pair users, whose necessary signal power difference is not greater than 4 dB. The successful pairing probability in this case (Δl = 4 dB) is equal to the probability that one call is from the area a4 (p 4 ) and the probability that the other call is from the area a2, a3, a4, a5 or a6 (p 2 + p 3 
Let us examine a system in the state {2N−1} and the only one half-busy timeslot (Fig. 2) . The OSC in this halfbusy timeslot is engaged by the user MS1 (triangle) who, according to distance from BS and necessary signal power, belongs to the ring 1 (area a1). User MS2 -candidate for pairing (square) may belong to the ring i with the probability pi (i =1, 2,…, 15). If the allowed necessary power difference for connections pairing is Δl = 2 kdB = 4 dB, these two connections may not be paired. If the power difference between these users is a bit greater than 4 dB (i.e. 6 dB or 8 dB), pairing may be realized under one condition. It is necessary that at least one user (circle) from timeslots with paired connections is positioned in the rings between the considered ones. (square and triangle in this examination). Fig. 2 presents the case that candidate for pairing (MS2) is located in the ring, which requires 6dB greater emission power than the ring 1. Pairing is not possible without rearrangement of existing connections. If one of the users in paired connections (circle) is located in the ring 2 (MS3, it is paired with MS3"), then connection rearrangement is possible on the following principle: users MS1 and MS2 are paired with unpaired users MS3 and MS3" on the principle of approximate power: MS1 and MS3 are paired in one timeslot, and MS2 and MS3" in the second, remaining timeslot.
The same consideration is valid for an example in Fig.  3 if one of paired users belongs to the area a3. Let us now consider the case when the difference of necessary power for users -candidates for pairing (MS1 and MS2) is 8 dB, Fig. 4 . Since there is a paired user (MS3 with the user MS3") located in a ring which is 4 dB away from candidates for a new pairing, Fig. 4 , process of paring is realized in the following way: Pairing with rearrangement in which it is required that only one user in some connection is positioned in a ring between candidates for pairing will be called pairing with one rearrangement. In this paper only this type of rearrangement will be considered.
This case is analyzed from the probability view-point. The difference in the allowed emission power of paired users is 4 dB. There are three possible outcomes when pairing is tried: a) pairing is possible without rearrangement, b) pairing is possible with one rearrangement, c) pairing is impossible. a1) Probability that the only unpaired OSC is in the area a1 is p1. Probability that direct pairing is possible in this case, i.e. that candidate for pairing is from the areas a1, a2 or a3 is:
b1) Pairing with one rearrangement is possible if the new call is from the area a4 or a5. If the new call is from the area a4, the probability that pairing is realized after rearrangement depends on the probabilities of the following events: -the new call is from the area a4 (p 4 ) and -in realized connections at least one user is from the area a2 or a3 (p 2 +p 3 ). There are 2N−2 users in paired connections. The probability that one paired user is not from the area a2 or a3 is 1 − (p 2 + p 3 ). The probability that no one of 2N−2 users is from the area a2 or a3 is ( )
The probability that at least one of paired users is from the area a2 or a3 is:
and the probability that pairing may be realized after one connection rearrangement is:
Let us now suppose that a new call is from the area a5. Similarly as in previous case, pairing probability is
Pairing probability after one connection rearrangement, if unpaired user is from area a1, may be calculated from:
c1) The probability of pairing inability is ( ) (2) Pu p p p p p = ⋅ + + + .
b2) The probability that pairing is realized after one rearrangement is
c2) The unsuccessful pairing probability is ( ) 2 7 15 (2) P n p p ... p = ⋅ + + .
In Eqs. (8), (9), (9'), (9"), (9''') and Eq. (10) it is considered that p j = 0 if j ≤ 0 or j ≥ 16. 
If there is only one unpaired OSC, total direct pairing probability Pu is ( ). j P u P u j = ∑ (11) In the same state with one unpaired OSC, total pairing probability after one rearrangement (Pr) is
Pr j = ∑ (12) and the total probability of impossible pairing in this case is
If pairing is realized without rearrangement, the probability of paired connections is Pu. If pairing is realized using rearrangement, the probability of paired connections is Pu + Pr. The pairing gain due to rearrangement implementation is, therefore, Pr/Pu and it is related to the state {2N − 1}. The total gain, i.e. loss decrease when pairing is impossible, is
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Example 1: The group of 8 channels is examined in the following analysis. In this cell there is the same number of users in each ring with the same attenuation. It means that call probabilities from each ring are equal, Full line in Fig. 6 presents probability that rearrangement may be realized in the state {2N − 1} to allow pairing in which signal power difference needed for paired users is not greater than 4 dB. In this case, a pairing gain exists only in the state {2N − 1}. When considering the whole traffic process, total gain is expressed by the Eq. (14) . The dependence of state probabilities on the offered traffic is presented by dashed line in Fig. 6 . It is obvious that value of total gain, D, is several percents only for very great values of offered traffic, dotted line in Fig. 6 . 
Example 2:
The results for the greater group of 14 channels are presented in Fig. 7 . Comparing these results to the results from Fig. 6 , it may be concluded that total pairing probability after one rearrangement (Pr) increases when the number of available traffic channels increases. In the same time the total gain (D) when considering also the probability of the state 2N − 1 (P{2N − 1}) decreases when the number of channels increases. This last general conclusion for D is based referencing the point where the offered traffic A in Erlangs is equal to the number of available OSCs (16E in Fig. 6 and 28E in Fig. 7) .
These two numerical examples present the trend, which is expected for system characteristics Pr and D when the number of channels increases. But, in the same time 70% of total number of realized mobile systems, which are candidates for VAMOS implementation, have no more than 14 traffic channels in their practical realization, [24] and their characteristics correspond to the ones presented by Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , except for the changed number of channels. This graph verifies the conclusion that pairing probability after one connection rearrangement increases when the number of channels increases. 
SIMULATION VERIFICATION
Simulation program for the system with implemented VAMOS technique with rearrangement possibility is developed on the basis of already developed simulation programs for different mobile telephony systems, [25] - [27] . Simulation program is based on classic Monte Carlo method, [28] , which we adjusted for solving our specific problem. The starting point in our simulation has been simulation program from our previous research [25] . The part, which has now been added to the program from [19] to analyse VAMOS systems with implemented rearrangement, is presented in Fig. 8 . In this simulation process we implemented algorithm with first pairing calls and then seizing one idle OSC in a completely idle timeslot (channel) (if there are no timeslots with only one idle OSC).
The first step in program additional part is to find the annulus where the user, who generates the request, is situated (block 1). Then it is tested whether there are timeslots with one idle OSC (subchannel). These timeslots are candidates for pairing (block 2). In the case that there are timeslots with one idle OSC, it is tested whether the newly generated request is located in an annulus, whose ordinal number (AN) is between the upper (UTAsc) and the lower threshold (DTAsc) of the annulus ordinal number, intended for pairing (block 3). If pairing may be performed in some timeslot, it is realized in the block 8. The upper (UTA) and the lower annulus threshold number (DTA) are determined for an eventual later pairing with this newly generated request.
Rearrangement is performed when there is only one idle OSC in the whole simulated system and no completely idle channels. That is why it is checked in block 4 what the number of idle OSCs is. In the case that there is one idle OSC, it is investigated in block 5 whether annuli numbers of busy OSCs in the system allow rearrangement realization. In the case that rearrangement is possible, it is realized in block 6 (rearrangement is a complex process and therefore it is not presented in detail). After rearranging already realized requests, new request is paired in the block 8 with the unpaired request. In the case that rearranging is not possible (according to the conclusion in the block 5), the pairing loss counter is incremented in block 9.
It is necessary to check in block 7 whether there are completely idle channels in the case that there are no idle OSCs ready for pairing (test in block 2) and if there is more than one idle OSC in the whole system (test in block 4). If such completely idle timeslot does not exist, call blocking due to pairing inability is recorded in block 9.
CONCLUSION
VAMOS technique significantly increases traffic possibilities of the traffic channel group in a cell. Pairing inability of the last idle traffic subchannel (OSC) due to the too great power difference between two users -candidates for pairing prevents to achieve double traffic capacity increase comparing to classical model. Efficiency increase in the analyzed systems is the consequence of established connections rearrangement in the state when only one idle OSC exists. The greatest gain caused by rearrangement in relation to the system without rearrangement is achieved when allowed power difference between two paired users is small (4 dB). The important conclusion is that gain obtained by one rearrangement is the greatest in the periods of traffic overload, when this gain is the most important. The gain is greater in the greater channel groups. The connection seizing delay due to rearrangement is negligible and imperceptible to users. Finally, the results of computationally obtained loss values are verified in simulation.
The procedure for rearrangement realization is similar to the handover procedure in one BS cell when only the busy channel is changed (intra-cell handover), [29] . Although mutually similar for the realization, there are differences in reasons of rearrangement and intra-cell handover implementation in mobile systems. While intracell handover is applied in order to improve connection signal quality by changing the dedicated traffic channel to decrease the effect of interference and fading, [29] , the rearrangement contributes to the better traffic characteristics (to the lower traffic loss). The connection signal quality in paired channels may be even slightly worse than if VAMOS is not applied.
